
1. Forces and Motion 5. What are the SUVAT equations?

Steps Worked example Practice 1 Practice 2

Read the question carefully. A cylinder containing a vaccine is 
dropped from a helicopter 
hovering at a height of 200 m 
above the ground. The 
acceleration due to gravity is 10 
m/s2. Calculate the speed at 
which the cylinder will hit the 
ground.

A cylinder containing a vaccine is 
dropped from a helicopter 
hovering at a height of 250  m 
above the ground. The 
acceleration due to gravity is 10 
m/s2. Calculate the speed at 
which the cylinder will hit the 
ground.

A car is traveling at 20 m/s. It 
accelerates at 15 m/s2 over 400 
m. How fast is the car traveling 
now?

Write what you know: highlight/
record the information from the 
questions including what you 
want to find out.

u = 0 m/s, s = 200 m, g = 10 m/s2, 
v = ? 

Convert any data to appropriate  
values (for example g to kg, or cm 
to m)

Not required

Write down the equation that links 
the variables together

v2 = u2 + 2as

Rearrange the equation to make 
the unknown the subject

v = √(u2 + 2as)

Substitute your data into the 
equation, including the units

v = √(0 + 2 x 10 m/s2 x 200 m)

v = √(4000 m2/s2)

Calculate the answer, leaving a 
unit and an appropriate number of 
sig figs (same as data). Check 
that the answer makes sense and 
underline.

v = 63.25 m/s


This seems a reasonable speed 
for an object falling for 200 m



1. Forces and Motion 5. What are the SUVAT equations?

Steps Practice 3 Practice 4 Practice 5: write your own 

Read the question carefully. A ball is thrown vertically upwards 
at 25 m/s. Gravity causes the ball 
to decelerate at 10 m/s2. 
Calculate the maximum height the 
ball will reach.

A rocket takes off from the ground 
and by the time it leaves the 
Earth’s atmosphere around 480 
000 m later. At this time the rocket 
is now traveling at 8 km/s. What is 
the acceleration of the rocket?

Write what you know: highlight/
record the information from the 
questions including what you 
want to find out.

Convert any data to appropriate  
values (for example g to kg, or cm 
to m)

Write down the equation that links 
the variables together

Rearrange the equation to make 
the unknown the subject

Substitute your data into the 
equation, including the units

Calculate the answer, leaving a 
unit and an appropriate number of 
sig figs (same as data). Check 
that the answer makes sense and 
underline.


